
ingredients needed:

Recipes Grad You Rock
recipe #46

9104-36
1–36" Foil
Balloon

BR74HG 
Dual Foil + Latex 
Regulator

equipment:
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7594-18
3–18" Foil
Balloon

W21
Heavy Weights™

Q16044
5–Quartz Purple
Entertainer Balloons

Q260
1–Uninflated
Latex

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

HB19
Holey Box

94291
2–ea Adhesive
Tabs

Q1103
4–11" Mandarin
Orange Latex

Q64603
4–11" Mandarin
Orange Latex

Q16003
4–11" Mandarin
Orange Entertainer

Q0554
12–5" Quartz
Purple

829 
Twist-N-Flate™

Inflator

 



directions:
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Air-fill two–11" Mandarin orange balloons to 11" and tie the necks
together to form a duplet. Air-fill another duplet and twist the 2 sets
together to form a 4- balloon cluster. 

Air-fill 12 quartz  purple 5" balloons to 4 inches. Make three–4 
balloon clusters. Set aside.

With the Twist-N-Flate™, curl the 160 entertainer balloons. To curl an
entertainer balloon, secure the end of the balloon between your
thumb and base (web) of the index finger. Wrap the balloon around
your index and middle fingers, being careful to keep the balloon 
flat against your fingers. Place the nozzle end of the balloon 
on the tip of the twist n flate and fill your balloon. 
Tie identical colors together loosely. You will have 
one quartz purple balloon remaining. Set aside.

Air-fill with the Mini Cool Aire® Dual Pro™ Inflator two 18" foil 
balloons. Be sure to use the lower setting on this machine to avoid
destroying the self sealing valve. Tie the balloons together with an 
un-inflated 260 balloon. Set aside.

Air-fill the 646 balloon leaving about 3 to 4" uninflated. Tie an 
uninflated 260 balloon to the neck of the 646. Tie the other end 
to the heavy weight.  

Begin assembling the column by wrapping the 11" mandarin orange
cluster between the 646 and Heavy Weights™ using the un-inflated
260 to wrap tightly. Insert 1 cluster of the 5" quartz purple balloons 
on top of the 11" cluster. Wrap tightly with the un-inflated 260 
balloon. Attach a set of blue and orange 160 curls to the base of 
the arrangement. Attach the air-filled 18" foil to the base. 

Helium inflate another 18" foil balloon. Tie the balloon directly to 
the end of the 646 balloon. Place 2 adhesive grip tabs directly at the
top center of the 18" balloon. Place the tabs facing each other. To
ensure you have the proper adhesion, place some tape on top the
tabs. 

To complete the column, helium inflate the Grad You Rock shaped
balloon. Tie an uninflated 260 balloon on the stem of the balloon. 
Tie the uninflated 260 balloon directly into the adhesive grip strip. 
To complete the column, wrap the remaining quartz purple 5" clusters
between the shape balloon and 18" foil. Wrap the other cluster
between the 
18 " foil and 646. Wrap a set of 160 curls. Wrap the remaining 160 
balloon into the base of the column. Gently wrap the balloon around
the 646 and secure to the collar of the 18" balloon. 
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